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Gym Game: Serving with our game team is an extremely important aspect to our big group program with
Student Ministry The very nature of competition and activities breeds friendship and community. Students will
have the opportunity every week to engage with leader and peers in fun, big group, high energy games.
 
Cafe: Serving with the cafe aspect of our ministry is such a fun and easy way for leaders to connect and get
to know more students. All teens love snacks, candy, and coffee and this has been a great way to engage
with our students. This role has two areas which you can serve in. One being the snack counter where you sell
candy, snacks, and drinks. The other is making coffee drinks on the espresso machine.
 
Check In: Serving with our check-in team is huge both for the logistics of Big Group Program and relational
connections that come from it. As a ministry our expectation is that each student who comes on our campus
is known and felt welcomed. The other aspect is that out communication with them and their family is both
clear and efficient.
 
Media: Our media team does more than just produce slides, but it connects the House and Epic students to
an experience that completely meets them in their field. Life today is full of technology, videos, and social
media so, this area of ministry allows leaders to incorporate their cultural norm within student ministry. Our
program will consist of four main media elements: media games, bumper videos, announcement slides, and
speaker media.
 
First Impressions: Our First Impression Team is for people who have the desire and personality to welcome,
greet, and engage with all student who arrive on our campus. From the new student with their parents to the
returning senior in High School, this team’s goal is to make everyone feel welcomed and wanted at our
program. While you will greet everyone, you will also be a leader in one of specific programs and have a
hyper focus on the new student in that area.
 
Host/Media Game: The role of hosting and leading the media game is a consistent part of our Big Group
Program. It requires someone with a loud voice, a big personally, and willingness to have fun in front of a
group of students. We want students to come in a feel completely engaged and excited for the games and
announcements. 
 
Set Up/Tear Down: The set up and tear down team is looking for people who see the value for environments
to be engaging and welcoming to students. The rooms we create, the games we set up, and the use of our
lawn can completely change the vibe of our program. This role will include setting up the lawn games, chairs
and rooms for Epic and House (banners, pictures, resource table, ect), setting up the cafe tables, and tearing
it down at the end of the night. Along with set up this role also includes being a room leader for either House
and Epic, which means being relational with students and pointing them to Jesus.
 
Roamer/Roomer Leader: The Roamer/Room Leader is a part of most roles within Student Ministry Program.
This is the part of ministry that creates relationships, points students to Jesus, initiates conversations, and
creates opportunities for life change. This role may happen once your weekly role is filled, or in place of your
normal program responsibilities.


